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EXPONENTIAL DOWNWEIGHTING OF PAST DATA IN A SINGLE-STAGE,
WEIGHTED-LEAST-SQUARES TRAJECTORY PROCESSOR
INTRODUCTION
Trajectories of coasting spacecraft usually are estimated by processing
radar data through some sort of weighted-least-squares filter. Where trajectory
model errors are of practics.l 'nificance, the measurements are processed se-
quentially in small batches as tz rived, and the state covariance matrix is ad-
justed during propagation bet, n stages. This procedure is successful as long
as the navigational computer is continually a.ailable. For the future, however,
long-duration missions are being planned with a new requirement for storing the
measurements and processing them much less frequently. For example, a single-3tage
filter might be used at 24-hour intervals to process, in each case, the past 15
hours of stored data. The accuracy of each estimate, of course, would depend on
the magnitude of model errors along the data arc. This is the motivation for
seeking a way of adjusting the single-stage, weighted-least-squares filter to com-
pensate for model errors. The following empirical method does this by allowing
exponential downweighting of past data at selected rates along respective axes of
a selected coordinate system.
Notation and Definitions:
1. IC	 inertial coordinate(B)
2. RC	 rotating coordinate(s)
unit vector
A	 better approximation
3. —	 position or velocity vector	
Superscriptsa variable held constant; also the
measured value of an observation
T	 uranspose of matrix or vector
null n.atrix or vector
{
=[x y z ] (IC)
= [ u1 u2 u3] (RC)	 Position vector (transpose)
7. P
	
unit position vector
8. 1	 unit velocity vector
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9	 _ r x v
X v
10. 0 =	 0	 x	 P
11. $ =	 0	 x	 0
The orthonormal basis vectors for the selected RC are ( 6JJj=1, ...,6}:
12. ^ l rPJ
	
L 2 = ra
C0^
L 3 = [a] (6 x 1)0 0
13. A4 [0]	 g 5 = [1] g6 [0] (6 x 1)
^- O
(RC at time t 0 is the selected system for downweighting.)
14. to anchor time (time of last observation in the batch)
15. ti time of the ith observation (i=l, ... ,n) in a batch of
n observations where to=to
16.
rrd
state vector at time to
17. S^	 - [x y z x jz]o	 state vector (transpose) at time to,
expressed in IC
18. UTo	 = [u l ... u6 ]o state vector (transpose) at time to,
expressed in RC
19. Eo	 - [ @ 1 ... ^ 6 ] o the matrix of RC basis vectors at time t0
(Note that E01=ET.)
Then
20. So = [A 1 u 1 + ... +86u6 ]o = EoUo
21. aJ > 1	 Q=1 9 ... 6)  chosen scalar constants (the
downweighting parameters)
22. poi _	
alti-to
	 0
LO	 a6ti-to
(12,13)
(18,19)
(21)
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23.	
Doi
	
Aoi EW
	
(19,22)
24. si	 the observed value of a measurement vector at time ti
25. Si = Si(ul , ...,u6)o the measurement vector at time t i , computed
as a function of the independent variables in RC at time to
26. 661 =	 S i - Si	 vector of residuals
27.
a
 an RC independent variable held constant
28. 5T _ [ a l ...0 ] o an initial approximation of the state vector
at time t o , expressed in RC
Derivation:
Let every Si be associated with {sij lj=1, ... ,6) as
oil Si(ul,u2,...,udo l29. Si = S i (u l , ... ,u6)0^...
1 Si b
 = S1(u l,...,u5,u6)o
Also, similar to 26,
30. asij	 Si- Bij
Partial derivatives of S i and 
siJ 
with respect to Uo are
asi	 asl
31.
aU O	 aul
asl
au6
(3,18)
(1827)
(18,25)
6	 T	 as T	 0
32.	 aa_	 =	
it	
+...+
	
(6 x l)
J—1 au aul	
b
0
as16T
6 J	 au6
(18,28,29)
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Then
T	 6	 T
33. , i	 ^`
a s (31932)
J= 1 au0
Also define
34. Wi ,	 the weighting matrix associated with both 60 1 and 6B i , .
The quadratic form to be minimized in the weighted-least-squares
process is
n	 6
35. 2 c = 1: 1: 68, JT an t i-to Wi 60ij
i=1 J=1
36. m = acpT _ _ rn
	 66	 DaiiT a ti-to Wi dsij 	 (35)
a U O	 . E aUOi=1 
Assume that equation 36
definite, it will be mi;
solution to 36 in RC as
approximation U O , which
the particular solution
has a unique solution. Since 35 is positive
aimized by the solution to 36. Express the
A	 e
U O . This solution U O
 depends on the initial
remains constant (27,28). However, we want
such that
A
37. UO = UO
Condition 37 implies that
38. 60ij = 60 i
	Q=19 ... 96) 
	 (29)
Now the summation on j can be removed, and equation 36 can be
simplified as follows:
T
(P _ - f:
	
30i.1
	
aJ ti-tO Wi 
60i	 (36938)
i=1=1	 O
W
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t± Aoi au 	 Wi dB i 	(22932)
i=1 3=1	 0
Aoi 
aBiT 
Wi dBi	 (33)
i=1 au	
Wi
n T 	
L Aoi a 0 a- S1 Wi asi
i=1	 DUO	 as 
n	 T
Ao i EW asi	 Wi dB i	 (20)
i= 1	 0
T
_	 -	 ROi aSi	 Wi dBi = 0	 (23)as
i=1
The solution to equation 39 will minimize 35 under condition 37.
Computationally it is convenient to express the solution to equation
A	 A
39 in IC, i.e., find So rather than U. This is done by successive,
nearly-linear approximations (neglecting second order partials) as
follows:
In equation 39 assume O(S O )O¢, where S 0 is an initial estimate of
A A	 A
the solution. Let @=@(So)=¢. Then a linear approximation of 0 is
0 ai 0 + as 0 
(So—o) = 0
from which
S
A
O	 so _0 =	 Os;^  01
The approximate value of 
aS 
(neglecting second-order partials) is
0
39.
4o.
41.
t,
^D
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42. am	 ^+	 n0i 
a	
Wi aSi
	
(39)
as 0	 a s
iT
o	 0i=1
o	 e
--	 and letting dSp as Sp-Sp
r
a 
T	
a
- 1 	 T
43. dSO	 n0i te— Wi a
	
QOi te— Wi
 ds i .
	
i=1	 0	 0	 i=1	 0
We assume in equation 43 that S O is in the region of convergence and
0
that the matrix inverse exists. Then the solution S O is obtained by
iterating until convergence criteria are satisfied.:
AT A44. 0 S 6S  6S  < e chosen 	 (43)
Equation 43, then, is the modified filter.
If ara (J=19...96) (22), then equation 43 simplifies to
4	 dS =	
n	
ET aSiT at i-t0 
W asi 
-1	 ET a SiT ati-t0 
Wi dsi
5	 0	 i a s 	 L..^	 0 as
	
0	 i=1	 S-	 0	 i=1	 0
or equivalently, since E01 = E^
dS	 =	
asirn ati-t0 Wi asi -1	 asiT ati -t0 
Wi
 d 8i46.	 as	 as
	
0	 i=1	 0	 0	 i=1	
0
If further, aj = 1 (j=1,...,6), then
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A asi -1	
n	 asiT
47. aso = ti= 1 asLa 	 W i as	 Wi asi0	 0	 r=1
which is the well known, single-stage, weighted-least-squares filter
without downweighting.
Discussion:
"Reasonable" valuf:s of aj
 are considered to be 1 5 aj S 3. Referring to
equation 35, e.g., aj=1 means that the weight Wi is constant (no
downweighting); c4j=2, that the weight reduces to 
2 
Wi after one hour;
mi-1.03, that the weight reduces to 2 Wi after 24 hours. "Reasonable"
also implies that the selected values of a, conform to what we know
about the model and its errors. For example, since earth orbit mode]
errors are known to be large in directions e 2 and e4 , the values
48. a2 =a4=2.00, a l =a 3
 
MCI 
'C'6'1 .03
could be considered "reasonable". Such "reasonable" choices of values
for the various mission phases (earth orbit, trans-lunar, etc.) could
be improved by experimenting with data from past trajectories. If
necessary, these improved values could be adjusted further in real time.
The downweighting function a iti-to is used because it is simple, con-
venient, easily adjustable, and provides a reasonable truncation of
data. It can be replaced by some better function y j (ti ,t o ), if one
is known for a particular problem.
The choice of RC was based on our knowledge of the model and its
errors; perhaps the choice could be improved.
Although a six-e'ement sate vector was assumed in the formulation,
the method could be applied dust as well when estimating state vectors
Of some other order.
It is natural, navigationally, to designate the time of the last ob-
servation in the batch as anchor time. Downweighting could be applied
to an estimate within the batch, however, by modifying definition 22:
r.%I
1
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I
A0i a—Iti—toi1
•
0
a —
 
Iti -toI
6
Then observations taken later than anchor time would be downweighted
in the same manner as earlier ones.
An experimental program of equation 43 is functioning as predicted.
Puns were made on various batches of Apollo, earth-orbit data collected
over time spans of 10 to 24 hours. "Reasonable" values of a , such
as 48 above, did not affect the number of iterations, and es imates
were improved. Undoubtedly, better sets of values for aj could be
found experimentally, but sc, far we have not done this.
As a final comment, the method described above should be looked at
as another a"^!ailable mathematical tool which can be effective in
appropriate circumstances.
r•1I
